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Half Half-logistic Handling Hannan Harmonic Hazard Health Heavy Heavy-tailed Hellinger Help Heterogeneity Heterogeneous Heteroscedasticity Hidden High High-Intensity High-Speed Higher Hill HIV HMM Home Homogeneity Homogeneous Hospital Hotelling Household
Housing [283]. Hybrid [239, 288]. Hypothesis [329, 61, 29].


Transcriptional [94]. Transform [127]. Transformation [267].
Transformed [82]. Transformed/Inverse [82]. Transmetric [207, 195].
Transmuted [179, 259, 342, 198]. Treatment [81, 305]. Tree [111]. Trend
Truncated [102, 336, 11, 302, 332]. Turkish [204]. Two
[164, 146, 15, 21, 230, 18, 60, 319, 81, 39, 142, 176]. Two-Dimensional [60].
Two-Parameter [230, 142, 176]. Two-stage [18]. Type
[89, 265, 109, 305]. Uniform [265]. Uniqueness [58].
Uncertain [218]. Uncertainty [52, 137]. Underlying [135].
Unit [238, 327]. University [46]. Unknown [321]. Unreliable [340]. Use
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Value [147, 42, 256, 254, 199]. Valued [210, 251]. Values [126]. Variable
[102, 177, 265, 135, 150]. Variables
[183, 143, 210, 251, 42, 202, 206, 268, 115, 92, 16, 93, 79, 318]. Variance
[141, 299, 56, 144]. Variances [258, 318]. Variant [218, 155]. Variation
Via [15, 126, 163, 139, 236, 227, 276]. Views [280]. VIF [150]. Visualizing
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[114]. Vulnerable [297].

Wald [67]. Watson [134]. Way [318, 242, 4]. Weak [42]. Weibull
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X [149]. XII [178, 149, 89, 181, 132].

Years [69].

Zero [102, 190, 175, 13, 117, 201]. Zero-inflated [190, 175, 13]. Zeros [140].
Zone [246]. Zurbenko [310].
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